Snow added finishing touch to latest Chartridge Wedding Fayre

Over 200 visitors and more than 25 exhibits ensured that the recent Wedding Fayre
held at Chartridge was a resounding success with many of the visitors commenting
that this was the busiest event they had experienced in the area. Even the slight
flurry of snow didn’t dampen anybody’s enthusiasm, and in fact one of the brides-tobe was so impressed how the sprinkling of white added to the delightful location that
she even considered a winter wedding!

Of course there were the expected
displays for the usual wedding services,
such

as

cars,

cakes,

flowers

and

photographers, but a harpist, a wedding
singer

and

pyrotechnics

gave

this

Wedding Fayre that individuality for
which Chartridge has gained an enviable
reputation.

The highlight of the day was the fashion show, which was very popular with all the
brides-to-be and their mums. It wasn’t just the superb range of dresses on show, but
the professional presentation which underlined that attention to detail can make all
the difference to that very special day.

With the Civil Ceremony and Wedding Breakfast Rooms set out specially for the day,
it was an ideal opportunity for prospective brides to experience the atmosphere of a
wedding at a stately home set in acres of beautiful landscaped gardens and imagine
how their own wedding will look on the big day. This together with the friendly and
helpful staff was reflected not only by the number of new bookings taken for

weddings at Chartridge, but several bridesto-be who had reserved Chartridge have
now confirmed their wedding booking and
are looking forward to a memorable day.

The Chartridge wedding and events team,
led by Lisa Booth, were on hand throughout
the day to give every visitor the benefit of
the wealth of experience and expertise they have gained managing a whole range of
weddings from small intimate family celebrations to the grandest celebrations with
hundreds of guests.

Lisa commented, “Every bride wants their wedding day to be memorable so we’re
here to give it that personal touch and make sure that everything goes according to
plan. We know the day will go perfectly so the bride, groom and all the guests can
really enjoy a day they will never forget.”

More about Chartridge Conference Company
The Chartridge Conference Company runs and manages four dedicated conference
and meeting venues located in the Home Counties and West Midlands. All CCC
venues are set in out-of-the-ordinary locations that provide the perfect secluded
environment for meetings. All venues provide the highest standards of fully equipped
training facilities in rooms that are bright, inviting and adaptable with on-site technical
support. Superb food is created with care and flair by dedicated chefs, and when the
learning is over, delegates can relax in style in beautiful and peaceful surroundings.
The ethos of CCC is to successfully combine total professionalism, excellent value in
a friendly relaxing environment. CCC is a member of MIA and Conference Centres
of Excellence.
For further information about Chartridge Conference Company
Visit www.chartridge.co.uk
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